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are ten groups altogether, of which I will choose out three,

giving you one bird only from each of the three groups. The

first group comprises :

j xests unmistakable, with characteristic shapes

or eggs of special colours.

Material
Charac-

ter
Position

No. of
Eggs

Ground
Colour Markings Bird

1. Straw, grass,

bents, etc.

Untidy Any hole in tree

or building

4-6 Pale blue None Starling

The second group—Nests upon the ground of birds

as big as a skylark.

14. A little dried

grass, etc.

Sparse Depression in 4 Greenish Darker green
ground, open and brown
land spots

Curlew

V. Nests found on or near fresh water.

44. Reeds, Untidy On ground, mud 7-8 Grey-white Many dark
. Coot

rushes, de- amongst reeds brown spots
caying stems by water and speckles

i

Ninety-one nests in all are placed under one out of ten

such heading's, and it looks far clearer in the book than it

does here. As my pupils would be sure to declare : “ Jolly

good, I call it ! and they would be quite right. I am
conscious all the time of our Editor’s frown, so very shame
prevents me from taking up more space by speaking of the

book, let me say only that for direct teaching upon
°\\ers, grasses, lichens, fungi, mosses, the information

imparts, and the blackboard diagrams which it

shows, are invaluable.

It would interest me very much to know if any of you
o get one or other of these books, and prove them by

use to c all that I have claimed for them. I have wished
o co someone a good turn, and therefore should like ex-
reme y to have the satisfaction of knowing whether it

’ ^change being no robbery, will some-
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be so very good as to surest a

olavs French and ni
^ UrCe

children's
s plays trench and plays English-worth .

ns

cnitahle for a counle learning,

one

plays plays rrenen and plays English-worth 'iZT
*

and suitable for a couple of children and one -m
""’g-

(the children being between 8-,o years)? ,

grateful.—Yours sincerely, most

Frances L. RE iD .

MOTHERS IN COUNCIL.
Unfortunately it has not fallen to my lot to meet a

student-mother since I joined their ranks, so I am totally

in the dark as to what constitutes most student-mothers'
difficulties. My own two babes, I am thankful to say, are
very healthy, so I have had no trouble in that direction,’ and
here I should like to recommend a little book, How to Rear
a Baby. The war-time edition costs but one penny, but I

can give neither authoress nor publisher, my own copy
having been borrowed, and apparently appropriated.

My great trouble is that no one, so far as I have read,

ever realizes the difficulties of the transition from baby to

little child. Of course, I suppose the question of feeding-,

formation of additional habits, and clothing-, at this stag-e

depends very largely on the child, and on one’s own views

(if any—lots of mothers seem to have none)
;
but I have

never come across a really good book on the subject, though

1 have no doubt that one exists. I want suggestions, too,

please, for books for my two-year-old, who loves a book,

and to be read to. We have a Mother Goose book, dlus-

^

rated by F. M. B. Blaikie, but it took a great deal of find-

and is not all that we hoped. The English Shock

letided Peter she has liked to look at for six months
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and I have lately started reading it to her. Cecil Aldin >

s

Ani„ml Frolics are very delightful, but the Beatrix P0tter

series makes no appeal to her as yet. The weekly Copy

of Punch is always a great joy, especially the front pa&

with which she will sit and hold long conversations.

I should like to hear, too, of a good book of Nursery

Rhymes, set to music, of a Sunday book for her, and of a

Child’s Garden of Verses with really good illustrations.

I could possibly find these in a catalogue, but it requires

time, and a grain of experience is worth dozens of cata-

logries.

M. E. Britti.ebank.

GLEANINGS FROM PROF. DE BURGH’S
SPEECH AT SCALE HOW.

We were disappointed that Mr. de Burgh was only able
to address us for a few minutes, but extremely grateful for
the inspiring words we did hear. They were thoughts

[

at had occurred to him in connection with teaching while
he was walking about Ambleside.

s/a!
P°.'

ntS hC
.

t0°k Up Were : “ A11 Teachers must be

Teachers' ”
^ ^ C°nverse

’
“ A11 Students must be

out what ti TrC ° r ^SS se^"ev ‘dent
> for none can give

treasures it has tol^r
5n ' ^ Hfe ^ ^

do to ...tl i

cr us as much as we can, it does not

UnPro;ar:-i^rgrhirty to ^
when we conte to the

Cabbage ' It is at that stage

parting of the ways, and it lies with

m

professor de burgh’s speech

® which to choose. Most people do no(
’’

ti ll they are about twenty-five;
till then all th.

Carn

is the A. B.C. of learning. y accomplish

The statement that all students m„ci u

some reflection to make it equally compreh^N^’"onT*
sideration we find that the student who is at all' wor!h

T

name is not content to remain a mere student H
filled with the desire to share his knowledge with^
,f he has specialized in some subject, he probably writes
books or else he teaches. In other ways, too, he co!
sciously or unconsciously hands on what he has gained bv
learning and experience, for those about him are bound to
be influenced by his talk and example. Thus teaching
should above all be unselfish, for teaching entails a vast
capacity for loving, and love is the one all-important factor
in life. We are always giving out something of ourselves
with whatever we teach. In material things what we give
we lose, but in things of the mind what we give we gain

;

also it makes things much clearer and more permanent in
our minds when we hand them on to someone else.

Teaching is destined to failure if we take it up as a pas-
time, merely to dabble in it. We must throw ourselves

whole-heartedly into the work, self-interest being the boats
we thereby burn.

As we who have already taught know well, it is not only
the subject matter ure must study, but the personalities of

the children. Some have a natural gift for putting them-
seRes in the places of others, and seeing things from their

P°*nt of view
; others have to cultivate this quality of sym-

pathy with patient perseverance.

Then it is interests which keep the soul alive. It is those

many-sided people, full of vitality and broad-mindedness,

v ho attract one by their charm.
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We cannot help feeling a certain pride in our calling
as

teachers, for as Plato realized, teachers are indispensable.

An ideal state could do without doctors, for men’s bodies

would be too healthy to need a physician’s care, and they

could do without lawyers, for their morals would need no

correction, but teaching the minds of their children would

always need.

Especially in a time like this, teaching is constructive.

The war is destroying so much that is good and beautiful

that in many ways teachers are responsible for repairing

the damage.

1 do not know if everyone will agree with Mr. de Burgh,

that children over thirteen are easier to teach than younger
ones, because elementary teaching necessitates the faculty

of expressing oneself with extraordinary clearness in order

to be understood at all.

In the matter of words, it is not the long ones which are

the hardest. “ Carbon di Oxide,” for example, is one which
can be defined, one knows exactly what it is, and can
explain its meaning to someone else. More than likely the
postman would look slightly blank if he were asked what
it meant, but he could have access to a text book, and

v as much as is to be known about it in a few weeks,
the words which are least long which present the

real difficulty; the simple words like Life, Death, Love,
t ose arc the ones which men have tried to explain from

e immemorial. It is the time-worn in life which is
un amental and enduring, but equally baffling. As Donald

t
L.„ ,

' s no g"°od trying to fathom things to
the bottom; they have not got one.”

mixed clubs
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mixed clubs.
It is less than a year since I took up work in Mixed

€lubs ,
so I do not fee very competent to speak in ge eraI

term s of the work, only to give some idea of the m«\Z
clubs I have had a working knowledge of

P <ir

The Mixed Clubs of to-day are an outcome of the Patrol
Movement, and started to meet a special need-the need
for social intercourse between the thousands of soldiers
stationed far from their homes, and of the many girl indus-
trial workers in the same case. Even the oldest of these
clubs is still in its infancy, still fighting against the idea in
the minds of many that it is not possible to bring girls and
men together in friendly intercourse without disaster. But
this idea is dying fast, and the results of the venture in

faith are justifying themselves on every side. Amongst
the first to make the attempt since the war started were
the Crystal Palace Club, the Seaforth Social Club, and the

Manchester Comrade’s Club. The need for such places had
been apparent for some time before the war; it only needed

the conditions forced upon us by the wrar to demonstrate

the need more clearly. It is right that men and women
should meet, that they should have the opportunity of get-

tmg to know one another, under comfortable conditions.

The girls’ homes are often too small, and crowded with

younger children, for them to be able to take their men

friends home to spend an evening, and it leaves the cine-

matograph or the streets, roads and lanes, as the only

Peaces to meet. The club provides for every need. Ihere

are quiet writing-rooms for the men, and separate ones for

the girls. Papers, books, and notepaper provided free.

Then there is the common room, where card games, whist

drives, dances, and musical evenings go on.
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In the clubs I know, the girls’ characters are very
Car(?

fully investigated, their homes (if they have one) v isited

*

and a close personal interest taken in every girl member.’

The men are on a different footing; every man wearing

the King’s uniform being welcome, but instant action taken

if any undesirable man is present. To secure the better

class of man necessary for the success of the Mixed Club

one penny entrance fee is charged each night. There are

many free men’s clubs to which a man who does not care to

pay the penny can go, but for a Mixed Club it is a safe-

guard to make the small charge. All the responsible, older

men are very strong on this point. The girl members pay
2d. or 3d. weekly.

Dancing is the favourite form of amusement, and if

care is taken to have only good dancing and no noisy
romping, it answers admirably. I have had a good danc-
ing mistress to give a course of lessons on the best kind of
ballroom dancing, and the result is we have happy, healthy
evenings, with good graceful dancing. The sort of tone
one wants to create is the public school tone. “ It is not

not in our club. ] hey soon become jealous for
the honour and good name of the club, and as time goes
on I believe committees of girls and men will be formed,
an t ey will make their own rules and practically run their
clubs themselves, a lways with their leader in the back„
ground.
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3Way

J- M. Baird,

The Kitchener Club,

Bromley, Kent.

JOHN KEATS.

There must be for each of us times in our study of men’s
lives when common sense and well balanced judgment fail.

We cannot always see through the horn-spectacles of hard
truth. Occasionally something warmer and deeper stirs us,

and inevitably we are biassed. Thank heaven it is so. To
our credit be it said that the age of hero-worship is not yet

dead.

It is difficult to judge dispassionately either the poetry or
the personality of John Keats.* It is quite impossible to<

form a just idea of the one without the other. Yet after

trying honestly to gain a true estimate of both, we are apt

to find all criticism disarmed by an overwhelming pity.

^ere
> if anywhere, we are face to face with the tragedy of

temperament; here, if anywhere, “Life like a dome of

many-coloured glass, stains the white radiance of eternity.’

F°r Keats was a poet, and a poet’s life is seldom happy in

the ordinary acceptance of the word—the actual falls far

# John Keats. Sidney Colvin Macmillan & Co.


